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Synopsis

• Larger exposure to Covid-related restrictions is associated with 
weaker import flows

• Effect is driven by the import of intermediate goods
• Contraction is alleviated by the presence of global banks because they 

have privileged access to FX funding abroad
• Global banks= those with a significant activity outside Brazil via the presence 

of related entities in the US

• Message: positive interaction between real and financial integration



Global banks during crises/stress: credit 
supply contraction
• Amiti and Weinstein (2011): Japanese financial crises
• Paravisini et al (2015): GFC
• Schnabl (2012): 1998 Russian default
• Love, Preve, Sarria-Allende (2007): Asian crisis
• Hale, Kapan and Minoiu (2020): Bank crises
• Correa, di Giovanni, Goldberg, and Minoiu (2023): Trade war

• Bruno and Shin (2023): financial conditions tightening 





1. Larger exposure to Covid-related 
restrictions is associated with weaker 
import flows



Source: WITS







https://ourworldindata.org/covid-stringency-index 

https://ourworldindata.org/covid-stringency-index




Effect on imports lasts for two quarters, restrictions in place for longer



2. Contraction is alleviated by the 
presence of global banks because 
they have privileged access to FX 
funding abroad



Global variable definition

• Global = ex-ante market share of global banks between Jan 2019 and 
Feb 2020 for each municipality

• Market share is computed as the ratio of global bank’s assets to total 
bank assets per municipality

• Global banks = banking institutions with a related entity within the 
same banking group in the US (could be Brazilian bank, too)

• Sample of 296 banks, 41 are globally integrated (36 are foreign-
owned)





• Banco do Brasil, Caixa: stated owned
• Bradesco: several acquisitions over the period
• Santander: different business model, less relying on dollar funding 

(BIS, 2010, Funding patterns and liquidity management of 
internationally active banks. CGFS Papers)



Definition of Global bank/Exposure to US dollar

• Market share is computed as the ratio of a global bank’s assets to total 
bank assets per municipality

• Global bank assets = assets of a bank operating in Brazil that also has an entity in the 
US

• Ratio of foreign interbank liabilities held abroad in foreign currency by 
Brazilian banks

OR

• % market share in the US
• Exposure to dollar funding in the US
• Ratio of US interbank liabilities



Credit supply

• Do such “global banks” reduce supply of credit?
• Do such “global banks” reduce interbank credit?
• US dollar credit to non-banks



Credit supply

• Do global banks reduce supply of credit?
• Do global banks reduce interbank credit?
• US dollar credit to non-banks
• Imports are exports from other firms, who may face financial 

constraints and working capital issues when exporting (Bruno, Kim, 
Shin 2018; Kim and Shin, 2023).

• Firms can temporarily extend trade credit (receivables/payables, 
Love, Preve, Sarria-Allende, 2007)



Access to US dollar funding



Access to US dollar funding

US = market 
share of US 
banks at the 
municipality 
level



Wrapping up: What the BIS tells us
Fear of fragmentation is exaggerated 

Source:
BIS Bulletin 78



What the BIS tell us



I.R. from dollar appreciation (Obstfeld and 
Zhou, 2023)



See also

Ma and Tim Schmidt-Eisenlohr (2023) > dollar appreciation increases 
import prices and decreases import quantities

and 

Niepmann and Tim Schmidt-Eisenlohr (2023) > when the dollar 
appreciates by 1 percent, U.S. banks’ corporate loan originations fall by 
4.5 percent
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Supply chain indicators

For global supply chain pressure index, negative figures indicate higher supply constraints. For PMI suppliers’ delivery time index, a value below 50 indicates 
delivery times lengthening. 
Sources: Federal Reserve Bank of New York; IHS Markit; BIS.
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Supply chain indicators

For global supply chain pressure index, negative figures indicate higher supply constraints. For PMI suppliers’ delivery time index, a value below 50 indicates 
delivery times lengthening. 
Sources: Federal Reserve Bank of New York; IHS Markit; BIS.
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Case of Korean exports: booming in 2021, when the 
dollar was weak and despite bottlenecks

Source: Hyun Shin’s presentation at Columbia University CFM-PER Alternative Data Initiative virtual seminar, 16 February 2023
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Annual growth of trade finance from banks follows 
closely the movements in the broad dollar index

1 Total trade finance volume reported to the BIS by nine central banks.  2 Federal Reserve Board trade-weighted nominal dollar index, broad group of major trading 
partners of the US (“broad”), based on trade in goods and services. An increase indicates appreciation of the US dollar.

Sources: Federal Reserve Bank of St Louis, FRED; BIS.
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Quibbles

• Provide details on the 41 “global banks” and RFX
• Trade finance is mostly short-term dollar funded
• Seasonality effect: year-to-year month% better than month-on-month
• Valuation or price effects: volumes better than values 
• Imports of intermediate goods



2019



2020



2021
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